In traditional Graph Neural Networks (GNN), graph convolutional learning is carried out through topologydriven recursive node content aggregation for network representation learning. In reality, network topology and node content are not always consistent because of irrelevant or missing links between nodes. A pure topology-driven feature aggregation approach between unaligned neighborhoods deteriorates learning for nodes with poor structure-content consistency, and incorrect messages could propagate over the whole network as a result. In this paper, we advocate co-alignment graph convolutional learning (CoGL), by aligning the topology and content networks to maximize consistency. Our theme is to force the topology network to respect underlying content network while simultaneously optimizing the content network to respect the topology for optimized representation learning. Given a network, CoGL first reconstructs a content network from node features then co-aligns the content network and the original network though a unified optimization goal with (1) minimized content loss, (2) minimized classification loss, and (3) minimized adversarial loss. Experiments on six benchmarks demonstrate that CoGL significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-art GNN models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a significant growth of Graph Neural Networks (GNN) in solving domain specific tasks such as social network mining [1] and image recognition [2] , etc. This is mainly attributed to GNN's efficient message passing mechanism to encode network topology and node content/features in a unified latent space, through iterative feature aggregation of neighborhoods for each node [3] , [4] . Because node content (or node features) are propagated through network topology, both node features and topological structures are naturally preserved throughout the interactive learning process between features and structures. Under this learning paradigm, tremendous effort has been focused on developing effective feature aggregators for improved node representation learning, such as GAT [5] that learns different importance weights for various neighborhoods and (a) an image network. (b) a document network. Topology of both networks are given but are not always consistent to the node content. For example, when using image semantics as node content, the edge between img1 and img2 is inconsistent as they do not share any common semantics (they might be connected because of other unobserved correlations, such as pictures taken during the same trip). Analogically, the inconsistencies exist between (doc1, doc2) and (doc3, doc4), and there is a potential missing edge between doc1 and doc4 due to common features X 3 and X 5 .
GraphSAGE [4] that learns a set of aggregator functions for each node.
Despite of promising results, all existing graph convolutional learning approaches employ a topology-driven principle to "force" node content to be aggregated by following edge connections. By doing so, they consider that node features and edge relationships are largely consistent and are mutually enhanced during the learning [6] . In reality, network node content (e.g., text and image semantics) and graph topology (e.g., link relations) may be highly inconsistent due to unconscious or deliberate human behaviors [7] , [8] . For example, irrelevant citations between scholarly publications result in inconsistent citation networks. Similarly, an attacker may create fake followers or manipulate friendships, resulting in inconsistent social networks [9] . In addition, incomplete or missing links between nodes are also common, i.e., an image graph based on tag sharing rules often have sparse tag information therefore results in missing edges. Fig. 1 shows two examples of inconsistent and incomplete graphs or networks. In summary, graph inconsistency combined with sparse node relations severely challenge existing GNN learning models for following two reasons: The difference between GCN and our proposed CoGL. (a) GCN learns graph embeddings based on network topology A and node content X by optimizing classification loss L g c n . (b) CoGL first learns to construct a content networkĀ and then performs content and topology co-alignment embedding learning by optimizing a unified loss from three parts: content network construction loss L c o nt , node classification loss L g c n and adversarial training loss L g a n .
ships are misaligned to node affinities reflected by node content, nodes will aggregate irrelevant information from neighbors, resulting in noisy content and inferior representation learning. Such noisy messages will continue to pass through graph structures and finally deteriorate the learning of all nodes. • Node Relationship Impairing: When two nodes have similar node content but there is no link between them, the missing link will "force" similar nodes to be dissimilar in embedding space. In addition, these absent relations will further impair the relation modeling between other pairs of nodes over the entire network. Notice that network topology is often not optimal, a recent work [10] proposes to optimize network topology structure to improve graph convolutional network learning. However, such approach is potentially risky because revising network topology to satisfy optimization tends to overfit to training data. Alternatively, in this paper, we propose taking a different route to co-align network topology and node content for graph convolutional learning.
Specifically, we focus on information networks where nodes have rich features (content) such as texts and images. Instead of employing the traditional topology-driven principle, we treat network topology and node content as two distinct, but highly correlated, sources of data, and explicitly characterize their differences for embedding learning. We advocate a new "co-alignment" learning principle where the topology network should respect underlying node content, and the content should comply to the topology network for optimized representation learning. We propose a GNN model namely Co-alignment Graph convolutional Learning (CoGL) for this purpose.
To enable co-alignment learning, CoGL reconstructs a content network from node features. The content network together with the original topology network are then set to perform co-alignment learning in an adversarial fashion: (1) the content network aims to learn good embeddings complying to graph topology while (2) the topology network trains to learn optimal embeddings with shared learning parameters for semi-supervised node classification. In addition, the content network enforces adversarial training on the topology network in order to balance node content and topology information for optimal node representation learning. The difference between our proposed CoGL with existing Graph convolutional Networks (GCN) [3] is explained in Fig. 2 .
In summary, our main contribution is twofold: 1) We propose modeling inconsistency and discrepancy between network node content and topology for optimal and robust graph embedding; 2) We propose CoGL, a novel GNN model that enables co-alignment leaning between content based network and the original topology network.
II. RELATED WORK
Given a network with edge connections and content (features) associated to each node, graph embedding learns a low-dimensional vector for each node to preserve node content and network topology [11] . Many works have been proposed, ranging from unsupervised learning methods such as DeepWalk [12] to supervised learning methods such as SemiGraph [13] . The common idea is that nodes with similar topology or similar content should be represented with similar embeddings in the latent space [14] .
Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [6] is a family of neural network models specifically developed for learning gridlike networked data. GNN models usually have efficient information aggregators [15] that apply directly on graphs to easily incorporate graph structures and features for unified node representation learning. Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [3] adopt a spectral-based convolution filter by which nodes can aggregate features from their respective local graph neighborhoods for representation learning. This convolution learning mechanism has been proven successful in many real-word analytic tasks such as link prediction [16] , image recognition [2] and new drug discovery [17] . Following the similar convolution graph embedding scheme, many GNN models with more efficient information aggregators have been proposed. For example, Graph Attention Network (GAT) [5] learns to assign different importance weights for various nodes so that nodes can highlight important neighborhoods while aggregating features. GraphSAGE [4] learns a set of aggregation functions for each node to flexibly aggregate information from neighborhoods within different hops.
For all existing GNN approaches, graph convolutional learning is carried out by using topology to drive feature aggregation. A widely accepted assumption is that node content and graph structures are consistent and complementary for measuring node closeness in the embedding space [18] , Fig. 3 . The proposed CoGL model. It performs two convolution representation learning on content network (Ā) and topology network (A), respectively. The content network tries to learn good embeddings that best reconstructĀ by minimizing L c o nt , while the topology network tries to learn optimal embeddigs with co-trained parameters by optimizing node classification loss L g c n . Meanwhile, The content network enforces an adversarial training on the topology network by optimizing binary classification loss L g a n . [19] . In reality, the network topology is often noisy and inconsistent to node content. A recent study [20] shows that network topology is not only inconsistent to node content at the individual node level, but is also different from the affinity network (built from node content) at the network level (e.g. degree distributions). A recent topology optimization based GCN [10] proposes to revise network topology to improve GCN learning, but requires revising/changing network topology which is risky to most users.
Different from existing models that consider graph structures and node content as consistent by default or revise them to ensure consistency, we propose a new co-alignment paradigm to explicitly model their inconsistency for optimal and robust graph embedding.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FRAMEWORK

A. Problem Definition
Without loss of generality, an information graph can be
E. X ∈ R |V|×m is a matrix containing all |V| nodes with their features, i.e., X i ∈ R m represents the feature vector of node v i , where m is the feature vector's dimension. It is easy to conclude that G can be any type of networked data where nodes have feature contents, such as citation networks with word texts as node features and image networks with image semantics as node features. Given an information graph G, we aim to learn graph embeddings O ∈ R |V|×c for node classification in a semi-supervised fashion, where c is the embedding size. In this paper, the expressions of graph embedding and representation learning are used interchangeably.
B. The Overall Framework
The proposed CoGL model for semi-supervised graph embedding and node classification is shown in Fig. 3 . It performs a co-alignment learning between the constructed content network and the original topology network through three collaborative components:
• Content-aligned Graph Topology Learning: This part trains to learn the content-aligned graph topology networkĀ (content network) from input node features X by minimizing a graph reconstruction loss. • Semi-supervised Graph Embedding: This part trains to learn convolution graph embeddings from the original graph topology network (topology network) A for node classification in a semi-supervised manner. • Adversarial Graph Embedding Training: In this part, the content network embedding enforces an adversarial training on the topology network embedding.
IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL A. Content-aligned Graph Topology Learning
We aim to learn a non-negative matrixĀ ∈ R |V|×|V | (e.g., we also call the content network) that could reveal the underlying pairwise node relationships from node features X. An ad-hoc solution is to build a k-nearest neighbor graph [21] or simply calculate the Euclidean distance for each pair of nodes byĀ i, j = X i − X j . However, this does not generate optimal graph embeddings for specific problems. Instead, we adopt a single-layer feed-forward neural network parametrized by a weight vector W c ∈ R m×1 and followed by a non-linear transformation (e.g., ReLU(u) = max(0, u)). It takes the feature difference |X i − X j | between i th and j th nodes as input and outputs the corresponding relevance weight by:
Then, we apply softmax normalization on each node and finally obtain the weight matrixĀ as: 
We can observe thatĀ is no longer a symmetric matrix (i.e., A i, j Ā j,i ) after the normalization, which is rational as the target is to learn an aligned approximation of nodes to their respective neighborhoods for optimal graph embedding. For efficient calculation, we can first map input node features (X) to a dimension-reduced space [5] , [22] and Equation (2) can be written as:
where W p ∈ R m×d is a learned matrix and d < m.
To derive a consistent content network that best aligns node features, we first perform a two-layer convolutional representation learning [3] based onĀ by:
where W (1) ∈ R m×h and W (2) ∈ R h×c are the first and second convolution-layer embedding parameters, respectively. Then, we minimize the reconstruction error between learned node embeddings and input node features as:
where both X andX (2) have been normalized to ensure stable parameter learning, i.e., through X = softmax(X) andX (2) = softmax(X (2) ). 
B. Semi-supervised Graph Embedding
We perform graph representation learning for node classification in a semi-supervised manner. In a similar way, the low-dimensional embeddings are derived through a twolayer recursive convolution learning based on the original topology network A by:
O =ÃReLU(ÃXW (1) )W (2) (6) whereÃ = D − 1 2 (I + A)D − 1 2 denotes the normalized form of A, I is an identity matrix with the same shape and D is the degree matrix of (I + A). Here, the convolution learning parameters W (1) and W (2) are shared and co-trained between the content network and the topology network, which are beneficial to balance node content and topology for graph construction and embedding learning. Then, we do a semisupervised training to learn the parameters by minimizing the node classification loss L gan as follows:
where the node embedding size c equals the total number of labels for graph nodes. Y ∈ R |V|×c denotes the one-hot label indicators matrix for all nodes and Y L is a set of node indices with labels known for semi-supervised training.
C. Adversarial Graph Embedding Training
The learning balance of content and topology is achieved through adversarial training [23] , where the goal is to consider both content and topology information for optimal graph embedding and node classification. As shown in Fig.  3 , the topology network learning component is considered a generator G(A, X) that generates node embeddings based on the topology network A. During adversarial training, the discriminator tries to classify the real node (positive) sample x ∈X (2) learned from the content networkĀ as class 1 and meanwhile classify the fake node (negative) sample z = G(A, X) as class 0. On the contrary, the generator tries to fool the discriminator by classifying z as class 1. The adversarial embedding training objective is given as:
D. Model Optimization and Training
As described above, the content network construction and graph embedding conform to an adversarial co-alignment learning fashion for optimal node classification performance. As the three components in Fig. 3 share and co-train convolution graph embedding parameters W (1) and W (2) , we finally seek to optimize the following combined objective as:
where α and β are set to balance the content network construction and the adversarial embedding training, respectively. Note that L gan (D, G) in Equation (9) involves both discriminator and generator training, where each part needs to combine both L gcn and L cont for collective model parameter optimization. The training procedure of our CoGL model is summarized in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed model for supervised node classification on six benchmark datasets. The dataset statistics are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .
A. Datasets
We use four document networks Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed and DBLP that have been widely used for node-level classification in previous work [3] , [24] . Cora contains 2708 research papers grouped into 7 machine learning classes such as Reinforce Learning and Genetic Algorithms. There are 5429 edges between them and each paper node is described with a feature vector of 1433 dimensions. Citeseer contains 3327 research papers in 6 classes with 4732 links between them, where each paper node has a feature vector of 3703 dimensions. Pubmed contains 19717 literature nodes and 44338 edges. Each node belongs to one of the 3 classes and has a feature vector of 500 dimensions. DBLP contains 17725 publications from 4 classes. It has 52890 edges and each node is associated with a feature vector of 6974 dimensions.
We also use two multi-label image networks 1 MIR and ImageCLEF. MIR has 5892 nodes from 152 classes. Each node represents a 500 × 375 RGB color image and there are 380808 edges for this network. ImageCLEF contains 3461 nodes and 221185 edges. Each node is also a 500×375 RGB image that corresponds to one or more of the 134 classes. For each image in these two datasets, we extract a CNN feature descriptor and the feature dimensions for MIR and ImageCLEF are transformed to 152 and 134, respectively.
B. Compared Methods and Settings
Compared Methods. We compare our proposed CoGL model for semi-supervised node classification against various state of the arts, including the random walk-based unsupervised embedding method (DeepWalk) [12] , the semi-supervised embedding methods SemiEmb [25] and Planetoid [26] , graph neural network models such as the spectrum-based graph convolutional networks (GCN) [3] , the Chebyshev [27] filter-based GCN and the graph attention networks (GAT) [5] that additionally take importance of neighborhoods into consideration. Experimental Settings. For experiments of baseline methods on Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed and DBLP datasets, we follow the same settings as in previous works [3] , [5] . For the MIR and ImageCLEF datasets, we respectively select 300, 500 and 700 labeled image nodes for training the model. For other unlabeled nodes, we select 1000 and 2000 images for validation and test, respectively. For each experiment, data splits are performed randomly and the average performances are finally reported over ten runs. In our approach, the hidden layer dimensions d for content network construction is set as 70 and the hidden convolution layer dimension h is set as 30. We train CoGL for a maximum of 1000 epochs based on the Adam algorithm with an early stopping of 200 epochs. For the four document networks, the dropout probability and learning rate are set as 0.5 and 0.002, and they are 0.2 and 0.01 for MIR and ImageCLEF datasets. For comparison, we set the balance parameters α and β as 0.4 and 0.8, respectively. Similar to previous work [3] , we use a L 2 norm regularization where the weight decay is set as 5e-4. Table 3 shows the node classification results on Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed and DBLP datasets, and the results for MIR and ImageCLEF datasets are shown in Table 4 . The best results in the two tables are highlighted. We can observe that our CoGL model outperforms other GNN models such as GCN and GAT for semi-supervised node classification. Existing GNN models naturally consider network structures and node features as two unbiased sources of data where each part consistently reveals and enhances the another during learning. However, the topology-based node relations are not always matched with the content-based node relations due to the existence of irrelevant and missing links between nodes in the original graph. Our method can model this discrepancy with the co-alignment learning between the content and topology networks. The experimental results of CoGL compared with existing GNN models and other state-of-theart baselines such as SemiEmd and DeepWalk demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach for information network learning. In addition, the visualization results in Fig. 5 show that CoGL can learn more discriminative node embeddings compared with GCN.
C. Node Classification Results
D. Parameter Sensitivity and Classification Loss
The impacts of parameters α and β are shown in Fig.  4 . We observe that either ignoring the content network construction component (α = 0.0) or ignoring the adversarial training component (β = 0.0) during training causes the lowest classification performance, which verifies the benefit of combining content network and topology network for coalignment training in this paper.
To demonstrate the balanced learning between topology network and content network, we show the combined loss of node classification (L gcn ) and adversarial binary classification (discriminator L gan (D) or generator L gan (G)) in Fig. 6 . We observe that the two curves tend to be closer but there still a difference, which reflects an adversarial balance between topology network and content network for unified and optimal graph embedding and node classification.
VI. CONCLUSION
Network topology and node content (including labels) are two main sources of information commonly used in many network embedding models. Although topology and node content are often inconsistent, existing methods, especially graph convolution networks, naturally ignore such inconsistency for embedding learning. In this paper, we took the inconsistency between graph structure and features into consideration for robust graph embedding learning, and proposed a novel co-alignment graph convolutional learning model, CoGL. The merit of CoGL lies in that it co-aligns the original topology network and the constructed content network for optimal node embedding and classification. Experiments and validations on six benchmark datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of CoGL. The proposed model can be used to learn embeddings for a variety of information networks with rich node content, such as the widely seen document networks and image networks.
